
WALT draw 
a coat of 

arms.



What is a coat of arms?

The first coat of arms was used to tell  the difference between 
knights. When a knight had on their armour it was difficult to see 
who was who. The knights in battle couldn’t tell the difference 
between their enemies and their friends. 

Knights began to paint symbols on their shields. They then started 
putting the symbol on their banner and coat to wear over their 
armour. This is why it is called the coat of arms. A coat of arms 
belonged to the family of the knight. He would pass the coat of 
arms down to his eldest son. 



What is a coat of arms?

Each coat of arms needed to be unique. There were so 
many knights that it was tough to keep track of who had 
what symbol. It became the job of people called heralds to 
keep track of the different coats of arms. 

The heralds kept track of who each coat of arms belonged 
to. They made sure that all new coats of arms were unique. 



On a coat of arms the different 
colours, animals and symbols shown 

have different meanings. 

Symbols were easily recognisable and 
understandable when the majority of 

people could not read. 



Colours and their meanings

Colour Meaning

Yellow or gold Being generous

White or silver Peace

Black Loyalty

Blue Being truthful

Red Being strong

Green Hope and joy

Purple Being fair



Animals and their meanings

Bear Protective

Dog Loyal

Double Eagle/Eagle Leader

Dragon Defender of treasure

Fox Clever

Lion Courage

Snake Ambition

Unicorn Extreme courage



First Born Second Born Third Born Fourth Born Fifth Born

Royal, or 
religious, or 
pure.

Anchor – hope

Symbols and their meanings



On this coat of arms, the 
purple and blue show that 
this person is fair and 
truthful. 

This person has chosen her 
favourite animals and 
included other symbols that 
show what she is like. 

She has shown a pattern on 
her coat of arms using 
colour and has kept it very 
clear by using one image in 
each part of the template. 

An example:



It is your turn… 

Use the template to create your own coat of 
arms. 

This is your coat of arms so it needs to show 
exactly what you are like. 

Use the colour and animal meanings to help you.


